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Once upon a time in America, government was repurposed to promote the general welfare. Then 

as the power of the new government to advance careers and create private wealth became 

evident, the well-being of the public became a by-product of government. Today, particularly in 

our lovely state, if the public’s interests are addressed at all it is usually by coincidence. Allow 

me to illustrate this point with three examples. 

 

There was a “good” news story about the Jersey Shore floated recently to spur Memorial Day 

tourism at our beaches. A Union Beach restaurant that Sandy had destroyed was getting a $2 

million loan from the state to reopen. Sandy wiped out the seaside eatery 18 months ago. With 

luck the restaurant might open next year, possibly the year after. When the doors finally swing 

open the owner will be $2 million in the hole. 

 

Immediately after the storm, contractors - some without having to bid for the work - swept in and 

cleaned up, in more ways than one. These well-connected firms were paid quickly, and moved 

on. Following them were high-powered advertising and P.R. firms that promoted the tourist spots 

and the Governor at taxpayers’ expense. They too were paid like a flash and went on to greater 

things. 

 

Left behind were the ordinary people. This group struggled to get aid, insurance payments and 

permits to rebuild. Much of the Sandy relief aid is yet to be distributed as we approach the 

second anniversary of the storm. Large residential areas remain devastated as residents battle 

paperwork and huge uncovered expenses just to rebuild. Who then did the government serve? 

Was it the people or was it the politically savvy contractors, media types and attorneys who 

rolled in on the wake of the storm and left, well-paid on the next tide? 

 

Here’s a tale even closer to home. ’Way back in 1989, when gas was $1.25 a gallon and Chris 

Christie was just out of law school, the Rockaway Township Planning Board gave permission to 

a developer to build some 2,000 “units” on a questionably filled-in wetlands patch tucked away 

in the southwest corner of the town. Given the market at the time and the lack of water and 

sewers, once the patch was cleared the development went nowhere. Now in the face of an 

emasculated N.J. Department of Environmental Protection this mistake from the past has been 

resurrected. 



 

The person breathing life into this relic of the suburban sprawl era is Judge Tom Weisenbeck. 

His Honor has not only ordered Rockaway to allow the project but has ruled that Rockaway must 

find water and sewers and the required infrastructure and donate it to the fat-cat developers. All 

of this is done in the name of “affordable housing.” Some 10 percent of the project is to be 

“affordable,” which in this area means around $300,000 per unit. We can assume that few 

dishwashers and cab drivers will be applying. By the way, the cost of the donated infrastructure 

could approach $20 million - about a thousand bucks for every man, woman and child in town. 

 

The last example of government by, for and of the well-connected is the Fenimore Landfill in 

Roxbury Township. Here’s another blast from the past in the form of a privately-owned old-

fashioned dump abandoned decades ago. The site used to be a big hole in the ground, into which 

was thrown God only knows what, and plenty of it. There it rested, overgrown in the woods, 

until a bunch of the connected types got together to turn cheap, unusable land into a government-

assisted boondoggle. The public was to be protected by the watchful eye of the Department of 

Environmental Protection - ironic name – and the town would get a clean-energy taxpaying 

business. 

 

Somehow it all went wrong. The trucks, the smells, the poisonous gases, the bungled politically-

motivated quick-fix “solutions” and the scandal, all under the watchful eye of the DEP, have 

become familiar to us all. The citizens pleading for help and having been disappointed by local, 

county and state departments turned to the N.J. Highlands Council, which had allowed the dump 

to become a “Redevelopment Area.” The Council greeted the Roxbury residents by asking them 

to hold their questions until the end of the meeting. The Roxbury residents waited. The Council 

held its meeting in full and then went into executive session. They cleared the room. The 

Roxbury residents waited outside. When the meeting began again a number of the Council 

members had left. Before the people were heard the Council’s attorney gave a long explanation 

as to why the Highlands Council was in no way involved with the controversy. The remaining 

Council members listened to a number of moving stories. They were asked to remove the 

Redevelopment Area designation. It was clear that a number of the members wanted to do 

something. But the Council did nothing. Perhaps another time. But right now there seems to be 

no reason to get involved, except of course for the sake of suffering, unconnected people in 

Roxbury. 

 

The writer, a resident of Wharton, a former Democratic state Assembly candidate, owns an 

advertising and public relations firm. He can be reached at thestafford@optonline.net. His 

column appears here the first and third weeks of the month, alternating with columnist Leanna 

Brown, a Republican. 
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